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Is there that much of a future for magnetic spinning disk?  Even if manufacturers could move to 30,000 rpm disks with better areal density, the constraints in 

the engineering and physical capabilities of magnetic disks will still put them orders of magnitude behind flash-based systems in overall performance terms. 

We are also still at the early stage of using flash as enterprise storage.  Already, improvements in price and performance, along with longevity, have been rapid.  

With the emergence of 3D TLC NAND (a faster, denser and ultimately cheaper flash system) as a substrate, we can expect to see this accelerate. 

However, the all-flash IT platform is not going to happen overnight.  Existing storage arrays are not just going to be turfed out as the IT department looks at the 

case for flash and has the ‘light going on above the head’ moment.  Going to the main board to ask for considerable amounts of money to replace what was 

bought only a year or so ago is not a task I’d like to take on. 

What is far more likely to happen is a more gradual replacement.  IT has to look at its storage strategy in different ways and plan 

on how best to migrate from the existing spinning disk systems to a new, all-flash one over a period of time. 

What will be the best way to do this?  Start with looking at existing storage workloads.  Which of these are already constraining 

the business?  These should be the first target to move over onto flash. 

Bear in mind that solving the storage bottleneck may introduce issues in other areas of the IT platform, though – is the compute 

capability up to making the most of the available speed of data from the flash array?  Even if this is the case, is the interconnect 

between the storage and the server environment up to the job? 

Some reworking of the overall platform may well be required – for example, using a more virtualised, 

cloud-based platform to enable elasticity of the server side, and data quality of service over 

aggregated virtual networks to provide the bandwidth required for the data-server traffic. 

Next is to make a strategy for new storage workloads.  It is tempting to view this in the light of only 

putting those highly mission critical workloads onto the ‘costly’ flash-based storage. 

Bear in mind that with flash costs heading downwards at a far faster rate than magnetic disk, the gap 

between the costs for byte-for-byte storage is closing rapidly.  This comparison can be misleading 

however: a terabyte of flash is not the same as a terabyte of magnetic disk. What has to be considered is the cost per byte at an 

effective level – and here, flash is rapidly winning through. 

OK – a 1TB flash and a 1TB magnetic disk are both (depending on if you use the ‘modern’ definition of a terabyte) physically capable 

of storing 1,000,000,000,000 bytes.  However, flash is a different technology to magnetic disk – it stores data in a different way.   

Look at how flash-based systems utilise available storage, and the intelligence of the software that comes with them in optimising 
data storage.  Being able to run flash at very high levels of utilisation means that far more data can be stored in flash than on 

magnetic disks while maintaining high levels of performance. That effective storage capability makes a lot of difference to the cost 

equation. 
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Magnetic disks suffer from all sorts of performance issues.  To retrieve information from a magnetic disk, ‘rotational latency’ is introduced as the head is moved 

to the right part of the right platter before data can be accessed.  This latency can be quite large in terms of data access, and is very difficult to do much about, 

other than technical kludges such as data caching, continuous data optimisation operations or pre-fetching data based on attempts to predict what will be required 

next. The search to minimise such issues completely has resulted in faster spinning disks with increased areal density (how densely data is stored on a platter).  

However, this is fast approaching the brick wall of the laws of physics – and flash-based systems will still be faster anyway. 

Flash, however, is a direct access system.  With no moving parts, data is pulled directly from the substrate.  This means that whereas a magnetic disk is inherently 

slow due to physical constraints and partly filled magnetic disk-based systems start to slow down rapidly in performance terms, a flash-based system can be 

heavily filled without any degradation in performance.  Therefore, rather than having to extend capacity when a storage system is only partially full, a flash-based 

system can be run at much higher rates of utilisation before having to add more storage. 

Tactically, it may still make sense to use what was tier one magnetic storage in a cascade manner.  Moving mission critical and new storage workloads to flash 

means that the older, slower tier one magnetic disk based storage can become second or third tier storage – but don’t make this a long 

term strategy. 

Why?  Those magnetic disk-based systems are very expensive to run, and not just in monetary terms.  At 

a monetary level, magnetic disk needs a lot more power to run than flash-based systems, and also needs 

a lot of cooling, whereas flash-based systems can generally be cooled through free-air or very low cost 

approaches.  As flash does take over from magnetic disk, the cost of magnetic disks will have to increase.  

This is due to the economy of scale – at the moment, millions of enterprise-class magnetic disks are 

manufactured each year.  As the inexorable move to flash increases, that economy of scale moves over to 

flash, while the reduction in numbers of magnetic disks required means that the cost per unit for 

manufacture increases.  This will have to be passed on to the storage vendors, and so on to the storage 

buyers. 

It will therefore not take long before the majority of storage vendors all move over to all-flash-based systems themselves. 

But the business cost is where it can hit an organisation the most.  That chasm of performance between flash-based and magnetic 

disk-based is so large that for any organisation wishing to compete in a market where its competitors are moving over to an all-

flash platform will count heavily against them. 

Big data, business intelligence, the internet of things, customer experience, business flexibility – you name it, back-ending systems 

with flash will provide immediate and tangible business benefits that will enable an organisation to maintain or improve its 

competitiveness in the market. 
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It is Quocirca’s view that the mid-term future for magnetic disk-based systems is as archive, taking over from tape to provide a near-line, always available means 

of accessing long-term data storage.  However, even in the long term, those economic arguments around magnetic disk becoming too expensive to maintain will 

come into play, and flash will also take over in this area – particularly as flash can be turned off and on at will without the stresses that this puts on the motors, 

platters and actuators of magnetic disks. 

Therefore, the best approach is to have a strategy of all-flash.  The main strategic steps should be to move existing mission critical workloads over to flash now; 

followed by ensuring that all new storage workloads are flash-based.  This should be backed up with tactical steps of cascading existing magnetic disk-based 

systems down through the storage tiers as rapidly as financially feasible so as to gain as much return on investment as possible without it impacting the 

organisation’s market performance. 
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